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Air Ministry No.4592

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE

Further reports are now available of the heavy and successful attacks on the

German battleships at Brest and La Pallice yesterday (Thursday) afternoon.

The operation at Brest was opened by American fortress bombers shortly
after two o’clock. These were followed by the main body of Hampdens and

Wellingtons and the attack was continuous until 3.45 p.m.

At the same time a force of Halifax heavy bombers attacked the Scharnhorst

at La Pallice.

Both attacks were strongly contested by enemy fighters and anti-aircraft

gunfire, but these did not affect the impetuosity or volume of the attacks, which
were pressed home in ideal weather.

Seven hits were observed on the Gneisenau and several sticks of bombs were

seen to straddle the dock in which she lies.

The Scharnhorst, which had already been damaged by a Stirling on the previous
afternoon, was again hit.

Great damage was also done in the dockyard at Brest where the Prinz Eugen
and a large tanker were straddled.

Meanwhile, as already announced, subsidiary attacks were being delivered at

Cherbourg and Hazebrouck.

From the operations which began on Wednesday evening against the enemy
battleships a total of 15 of our bombers are missing.

Twelve enemy fighters fell to the guns of our bombers during yesterday.

Spitfires and Hurricanes of Fighter Command provided powerful support
throughout the operations, destroying twelve more enemy fighters. Seven of our

fighters are missing.
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AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

Enemy activity last night was very slight.

The few bombs which were dropped caused neither damage
nor casualties.
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MEDAL FOR AFRICAN WHO HELPED "T. B." PIONEER

CHIEF WHO PREVENTED RAID ALSO GETS AWARD

Examples of efficiency and leadership displayed by Tanganyika
Africans are repealed by a recent award of certificate and badges
of honour.

One of the recipients worked before the war as a laboratory
attendant under Professor Robert Koch, discoverer of the tuberculosis

bacillus; another has been helping to stamp out "spear - blooding"
murders; another prevented what might have been a very serious

situation when a tribal raid occurred; the fourth brought law and

order to tract of country formerly virtually unadministered.

Hassan bin Selemani, who retired recently from his post as
laboratory attendant at Dar es Salaam, is believed to have been

employed by the German Administration from 1895. From 1897 he

worked in the laboratory at Dar es Salaam, where he served under

Professor Robert Koch. Hassan has an outstanding personality
and presence, and is exceedingly efficient at a branch of laboratory
work requiring special skill and care, it is officially reported.

Chief Gejar, "son of Gitimay", Chief of the Baradaig, Mbulu

district, has been especially active in helping to stamp out the brutal

Baradaig "spear blooding" murders, and "the fact that no such crimes

are recorded in 1940, is largely due to his personal efforts".

Klkamba "son of Kasamwa", was appointed Regent of Buyungu
in 1936. His chiefdom, which has a population of 42,000,contains
the largest sleeping sickness concentration in Tanganyika territory.
(Kakonko, with some 6,000 families).

Kikaniba, reports the Governor, is respected by the natives

and non-natives on both sides of the Anglo-Bolgian border........and
his prompt action and initiative stopped what might have been a

very serious situation when the Barundi raided the Territory on

September 4, 1939.

Amani, "son of Karondo", Headman of Mwandiga, Kigoma district,
worked under the German Government at Kigoma as a salt clerk.

He retired after the war but was selected as Jumbe (Headman) of

Mwandiga in 1935, and has since transformed this area from a

virtually unadministered tract of inaccessible hut densely populated
bushcountry into a law abiding and veil administered district.

The population and amount of land under cultivation is

growing steadily, "This”, the Governor concludes, "is due

to the personality of Jumbe Amani, whose achievements are due to

his own administrative ability, and not to an hereditary position".

COLONIAL OFFICE PRESS SECTION
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Air Ministry Bulletin No. 4594

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE C-in-C

The following message has been sent by Air Marshal Sir Richard

Peirse, Commander-in-Chief of Bomber Command to air officers commanding
the groups which sent aircraft to take part in yesterday's daylight
operations :

"A magnificant day’s work executed with that characteristic
dash and courage which the world now knows is the tradition

of Bomber Command. Well Done.

Peirse."

The Commander-in-Chief of Somber Command has also sent this

message to the Commander-in-Chief of Fighter Command, Air Marshal
Sir William Sholto Douglas:

"Most grateful for your fine support today.

Peirse."
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AIR RAID CASUALTIES AMONG RELATIVES

Notification to Officers and Men

of the Royal Navy and Merchant Navy.

The natural anxiety of Officers and men of the Royal Navy and the

Merchant Navy to obtain news of their relatives and homes as quickly as

possible in times of heavy air raids on our country is fully appreciated
by the Board of Admiralty and the Minister of War Transport. They feel that
the war time measures which have been introduced for the purpose of ensuring
quick information from home reaching those it most concerns may not be fully
known to the members of the Royal Navy and Mercantile Marine, and that a

brief statement of the facilities that are now available may help to relieve
anxieties.

At the same time they wish it to be known that relief Services are

now thoroughly organised throughout the country for the purpose of helping
and. looking after the victims of air raids. These Services have worked

very well and are giving daily evidence of increasing value and efficiency.

(i) Notification of civilian casualties. The next of kin of every Officer
and man is advised to carry inside the National Registration Card a card or

slip giving (i) the next of kin’s own name and address, (2) the seaman’s
name and address and particulars, and (3) the seaman’s relationship to the

next of kin. Next of kin of Royal Naval personnel have already been given
an official printed card, for this purpose. Arrangements have been made

under which, if the next of kin unfortunately becomes a casualty, fatal or
otherwise, the Admiralty or the Ministry of War Transport is immediately
told, and at once passes the information on to the next of kin. Even if
this card or slip is not carried., the same thing is done whereever it is
clear that the casualty's next of kin is a member of either service, but
possession of the card makes the notification quicker and more certain.

(ii) Conncession Telegram. In view of the natural wish of people at home
to be able to communicate as quickly as possible with their relatives at

sea, it has been arranged that each next of kin may send a limited number

of telegrams to his or her relative at inland rates no matter in what part
of the world the relative may be serving. Such messages are restricted to

matters or urgency and importance because lines of communication are

already severely strained.

(iii) Special Air Mail Facilities. The time taken for ordinary letters
to reach ships abroad is, under war conditions, considerable. By
arrangement with the Post Office a special "Thin Post Card" scheme has

been introduced whereby postcards posted anywhere in the United Kingdom
will be taken by air to ships on naval or military service in the Eastern

Mediterranean including Malta. Under this scheme it should be a matter of

days instead of weeks for these postcards to reach their destination.

Full information is obtainable at any Post Office.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE

Naval operations connected with the passage of a convoy through
the Mediterranean have been taking place.

During these operations our forces were subjected to a series

of heavy air attacks by day, during which a number of enemy
aircraft were shot down, and to attacks by E-boats at night. Only
preliminary reports have so far been received, but it is known

that only one merchant ship was damaged and that she was able to

continue with the convoy under her own power.

The Board of Admiralty regrets to announce that in the course
of these operations the dectroyer H.M.S. FEARLESS (Commander
A.F.Pugsley, R.N.) was sunk. The next of kin of casualties will
he informed as soon as possible.

Further details of the operation will he announced when fuller
reports are received.

ADMIRALTY
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DRESS OF WOMEN POST OFFICE WORKERS

In view of the present need for economy in clothes, no objection will be
raised to women of any grade attending for any duty without stockings, said an

official of the G.P.O. in London today. Trousers (slacks) of suitable colour
and cut many be worn by women of any grade, but women serving at public counters
must wear skirts.

Over 25,000 more women are now working at the Post Office compared with the
numbers two years ago.

A recent return showed that nearly 90,000 women are permanently or temporarily
employed out of a total of 330,000 employees.

Among the duties being discharged by women are delivering the mails, postal
sorting and lighter kinds of engineering. --General Post Office. M.o.I. 1

AUSTRALIA TO PRODUCE POWER ALCOHOL

The Federal Government of Australia is providing the capital required to

establish distilleries for the production of 20,000,000 gallons of power alcohol

a year.--Australia House (Through the Dominions Office Press Section.)M.o.I. 2

LONDON EMERGENCY TELEPHONE BUREAUX CLOSED

The emergency telephone bureaux opened in various parts of the city to

assist business firms which had lost their telephone service in air raids have

now been closed. Practically all firms affected have had their telephones
restored, and the need for the bureaux has ceased.

The bureaux have been used by thousands of appreciative callers and they
can be re-established at short notice if the telephone service should again be

seriously interrupted.--General Post Office. M.o.I. 3
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THE NORWEGIAN FORCE

H.M. King Haakon of Norway accompanied by the Crown Prince Olaf

this week visited units of the Norwegian contingent in Scotland, whose

strength and efficiency are rapidly increasing. The Norwegian Force,
while retaining their own military system, have been most successful

in using British military organisation so that there will be the closest

liaison between the two armies in battle.

WAR OFFICE
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FOOD PROSECUTIONS IN JUNE, 1941

During June, 1941, there were 2,762 prosecutions under the Food Control Orders,
of which 2,627 (95.1%) were successful. This is the highest number of food

prosecutions that has taken place in any one month since the outbreak ofwar, and

compares with the May, April, and March figures of 2,537, 2,300 and 2,141 respectively.

The distribution of prosecutions among the various Divisions was as follows:-

Division

ENGLAND

Northern

North Eastern
North Western

North Midland
Midland

Eastern

Eastern II
London

South Eastern

Southern

South Western

WALES

North Wales
South Wales

SCOTLAND

Northern

North Eastern

Eastern

Western

South Eastern

NORTHERN IRELAND

GRAND TOTAL

Prosecutions Number Percentage
Successful Successful

156 153 98.0
166 159 95.7
335 324 96.7
194 183 94.3
224 208 92.8
43 42 97.6
71 69 97.1

525 496 94.4
131 124 94.6
101 93 92.0
251 235 93.6

2,197 2,086 94.9

23 22 95.6
81 74 91.3

104 96 92.3

3 3 100.0
10 10 100.0

5 5 100.0
208 196 94.2
26 26 100.0

252 240 95.2

209 205 98.0

2,762 2,627 95.1

Since the beginning of the war, the Ministry of Food has undertaken 23,571
prosecutions, of which 22,356 have been successful.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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IMPORTS OF WINES AND SPIRITS

The Ministry of Food, announces that the restriction on the imports
of wines and spirits, (except on certain quantities of rum), imposed on

January 20 last, is to be extended for a further period until October 20,
1941.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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MIDDLE EAST WAR COMMUNIQUE

The following official communique was issued today from

British G.H.Q. in Cairo:-

LIBYA During the night July 23/24 a number of fighting
patrols from Tobruk penetrated the enemy positions. One
of these patrols advanced to a depth of over three miles

and engaged an enemy strongpoint with hand grenades
inflicting a number of casualties before it again withdrew.

Our artillery successfully covered the operations of these

patrols throughout the night.

In the frontier area our mechanised patrols again
drove back enemy elements from points of observation.

ABYSSINIA & SYRIA No change.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION (MILITARY AFFAIRS)
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Air Ministry News Service Air Ministry Bulletin No.4595

NOT TO BE PUBLISHED, BROADCAST, OR CIRCULATED ON THE

CLUB TAPES BEFORE THE PUBLICATION OF THE GAZETTE

CONTAINING THE ANNOUNCEMENT

BRAVE LEGATION CLERK DECORATED

The King has appointed Stanley Arthur Patrick Embury to be an additional

member of the Civil Division of the Order of the British Empire.

Mr. Embury was until recently clerk to the Air Attaché at the British

Legation at Sofia.

Before the British Legation left Sofia in March two suitcases containing
bombs were surreptitiously added to the hand luggage of the party. On arrival

at Istanbul on March 11 one of the suitcases exploded at the Pera Palace Hotel.

Several persons were killed and considerable damage was done to the hotel.

Mr. Embury was on his way to the Pera Palace Hotel when he heard the

explosion. He remembered that there was an unidentified suitcase in his own

hotel. He at once hurried back, opened the suitcase, discovered a time bomb,
which was in the form of a dry battery, and threw it into a nearby pit, thus

preventing a second disaster.

The official account of the incident says that Mr. Embury behaved with

great courage and presence of mind.

NOTE ON CAREER

Mr. Embury has been resident in the Balkans for some years and formerly
held a business appointment there. He is now clerk to the British Air Attaché

at Ankara. He has no address in this country.
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COCOA POWDER AND DRINKING CHOCOLATE

By Orders which come into force on July 28, the Drinking Chocolate

(Maximum Prices) Order, 1941, is revoked, and Cocoa Powder and Chocolate

for use as a beverage are deleted from the Schedule to the Food (Current
Prices) Order, 1941.

Control of the prices of these foods will now be exercised, by the

Cocoa and Chocolate (War Time) Association on lines laid down by, and

subject to the approval of, the Ministry of Food. An announcement on the

prices will be made later, but certain increases have been recognised
as justified by higher costs.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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RATIONING OF ANIMAL FEEDING STUFFS

The Ministry of Food announces that certain changes have been

made in the rationing of animal feeding stuffs, by three Orders made

under the Feeding Stuffs (Rationing) Order.

The principal change is that horse owners will be able to obtain

flaked, kibbled or cut maize against their horse-feed ration documents

for August and until further notice, but the value of the unit in such

cases is reduced to 84 lbs., which is approximately equivalent in
feeding value to 1 cwt. of oats, They are reminded, however, that
it is unwise to feed maize at too high a rate to horses, and at least

25% of the ration should consist of bran. Dealers will be able to

obtain whole maize against horsefeed buying permits, but this must

not be sold to consumers without processing. Grass feeding or

fattening rations may be obtained by surrendering protein and cereal

coupons in the proportion of 1 unit of protein to 4 units of

cereal.

Pea and lentil by-products will become rationed f eeding
stuffs from August 1.

Under a previous Order, "screenings" were de-rationed when

sold at an inclusive price of not over £9 & ton to a consumer,
or £8 a ton to a retailer, distributing dealer or wholesale

dealer. The new Order defines the "screenings", which are

de-rationed, as those derived from the cleaning or dressing of

grain.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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Air Ministry No:4598

H.Q. R.A.F.
MiddleEast
Friday, 25th July,1941

MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE

SICILY

On the 23rd July, Royal Air Force bomber aircraft carried out a

successful attack on enemy shipping at Trapani. One merchant vessel
which was hit by high explosive and incendiary bombs became enveloped
in flames and smoke and another of 3,000 tons, which received two direct

hits, is believed to have been sunk. The formation then raided the

enemy aerodrome between Trapani and Marsala and destroyed three S.79's
on the ground and damaged several others.

MEDITERRANEAN

In the Mediterranean on July 23 an "E" boat which approached one

of our convoys was attacked by R.A.F. fighters and left sinking, and

yesterday our fighters also attacked and destroyed two JU.87's in the

same area.

LIBYA

Heavy bombers again carried out an attack on the harbour at

Benghazi on the night of July 23/24. The attack caused a number of

explosions on and around the quays and considerable fires followed.

Two of our aircraft are missing from all the above operations.
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AWARDS FOR GALLANTRY

NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

* BEFORE 00.30 DBST ON MONDAY, JULY 28, 1941

THE FOLLOWING DETAILS OF ACTS OF GALLANTRY, FOR WHICH AWARDS

WERE ANNOUNCED IN THE LONDON GAZETTE OF JULY 18, HAVE NOW COME TO

HAND: -

THE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE ORDER

Second-Lieutenant James Aikman Cochrane, M.C.,
The Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders.

At Keren on 3rd February 2nd Lt. Cochrane was ordered to take his platoon
and secure a feature named "Cameron Ridge" to gain suitable Observation Posts for

artillery Forward Observing Officers* During the advance the hill was found to
be very strongly held by an Italian Grenadier Company and by native Eritrean

troops. Although he realised that the opposing force was vastly superior to
his own, and that strong reinforcements were being sent forward, he decided to

continue the advance and' systematically dealt with the opposition until he finally
captured the objective. During the advance 2nd Lt. Cochrane personally attacked

and destroyed two machine gun posts single-handed, killing 13 of the enemy and

destroying the guns with grenades; he held the ground gained, although subjected
to counter-attacks and a heavy bombardment by mountain artillery and mortars,
until reinforcements arrived and captured the main peak. During a period of

14 days the battalion held this feature; this officer, although permitted to
return to battalion H.Q., for a period of rest, voluntarily spent 12 days With

the troops on the hill, which was continuously under direct fire from other

commanding features, encouraging his men and dealing with snipers and machine gun
posts. Throughout the operation 2nd Lt. Cochrane displayed courage, leadership
and pavers of endurance of a high order.

BAR TO THE MILITARY CROSS

Captain (T/Major) Arthur George Munn, M.C.,
Royal Regiment of Artillery

During the night of 19th March the enemy attacked the forward positions in
front of Port Dologorodoc. The first attack was ’driven off but the enemy only
retired a short distance and opened up very heavy M.M.G. and L.M.G. fire on our

positions. Major Mum was with the forward troops and while helping to repel the
enemy in the first attack was wounded by an Italian hand grenade.

Major Munn returned to the fort under very heavy fire immediately after the

first attack was repulsed and led back two sections of the West Yorkshire Regiment
to the scene cf the attack: he put these sections into a suitable position from

which to assist the defence against a further attack by the enemy which was

obviously just about to take place* Major Munn then returned to the H.Q., of the

Company’from which he had taken the two sections and arranged for further

support, should it become, necessary.

Having completed these arrangements Major Mum returned to the .O.P, in the

fort and not until he had assured himself that all possible arrangements had been

made would lie allow. the doctor to dress his wounds. Major Mum displayed great
gallantly not only during the attack in which he was wounded but also in his

complete disregard cf his own safety when organising the forward positions for

the next attack.
(Cont'd)
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THE MILITARY CROSS

Second-Lieutenant Thomas Jim Bowen,
The Worcestershire Regiment.

At Barentu on 31st January a raiding parly under the Company Commander had
out to capture an enemy machine gun nest, leaving 2nd Lt. Bowen in change of

the covering party. The raiding party was counter-attacked by light tanks and
some hundred men* By quick reorganisation and leadership this officer not only
broke up the counter-attack but also forced the oovering A.F.V’s to retire.
On the next day he was sent in charge of a composite platoon to capture some

enemy machine gun nests. The action was carried out with complete success

owing to his leadership and disregard of personal danger. During an enemy counter-
attack he personally advanced under heavy fire with a N.C.O. to bring a severely
wounded corporal back to a place of safety. The conduct of this young officer

throughout the three days operation was an inspiration to his men.

Lieutenant (A/Major) Peter St, George Hereward Maxwell,
The Highland Light Infantry (City of Glasgow Regiment)

During the capture of Railway Bumps on 25th March this officer led his

company with great dash and success. Although they met uncut wire, Bombing and

close range machine gun fire Major Maxwell, by his determination, got his
company through to its final objective, himself accounting for two of the enemy.

During the following days, when holding the position erven under accurate

enemy mortar and shell fire, this officer was a constant example of coolness and
steadiness under fire*

Finally, during the battle of Massawa, Major Maxwell, by his leadership and

dash, was largely responsible for the capture of Plateau, with many prisoners
and machine guns.

Lieutenant Michael Desmond HamiltonWills,
Coldstream Guards

During a night attack by a Coldstream Guards battalion on the enemy position
west of Solium barracks on the night of 15/ 16 April. Lt. Wills was in command of

the right-hand forward platoon of two companies. Contact was suddenly made with

a strongly held enemy position and a deadly cross fire from machine guns and

light guns was opened on the attackers at a range of about 100 yards. Lt. Wills

immediately charged the first two posts at the head of his platoon and these were

overrun. When taking on a stronger post in rear, consisting of two machine guns

and a light gun, he was shot through the shoulder at short range • He continued

to direct his platoon until the post was taken and the defenders all killed.*
His leadership was faultless, and his dash and courage throughout the operation
were exemplary. This officer sheaved the sane fine qualities of leadership in a

marked, degree vhen his platoon., holding a very isolated position on the escarpment,
was attacked on 13th September, 1940.

THE DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT MEDAL

555266 Corporal Herbert Ronald Douglas Pegler, M.M.,
Royal Armourel, Corps (Hussars), (Calne, Wiltshire).

This N.C.O. was operator-gunner of a light tank during the raid on western

exits of Port Capuzzo on the morning of 17th April* Early in the action his

tank sustained a direct hit on the front of the turret from an enemy anti-tank gun.

In spite of this he continued to keep such a rapid and accurate fire that he is

known to have knocked out a large armoured car, destroyed several vehicles and set

fire to an ammunition dump. Throughout the action his tank was under heavy M.G.,
anti-tank gun and artillery fire. Regardless of his personal safety he

to serve his guns with telling effect until his Squadron was finally
withdrawn.

This N.G.O. sot a fine example, in the face of enemy fire, which was an

inspiration to all ranks.

(Cont'd)
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THE MILITARY MEDAL

VX, 27678 Private Harris Joseph O'Connell, AustralianMilitary Forces.

Pte. O'Connell was a member of a party which carried out a successful
raid against enemy forces west of Tobruk on 22nd. April. He took part in
the capture of the first enemy posts and then dashed ahead on his own.

Jumping into a sangar, he threw a Mills bomb, killed several of the enemy,
and captured an officer and seven other ranks. During the withdrawal of the
patrol he escorted his prisoners back to the perimeter, a distance of 3,000
yards, in the face of intense artillery, mortar and machine gun fire. He
has proved himself a brave dashing and resourceful soldier.

6458841 Fusilier Charles William Dowsett,
Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment).

(Born: Uxbridge, Mddx. Next-of-Kin: Yiewsley, Mddx).
For conspicuous gallantry at Agordat on 31st January

During the attack on the enemy's position Fus. Dowsett's section

was held up by a machine gun post. He immediately left his section and

worked his way round to the rear of the machine gun post. He put the
gun out of action and killed all the occupants of the post.

Throughout the day Fus. Dowsett showed complete disregard for his
personal safely.

THE INDIAN DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL

9087 Naik An Mir,
12th Frontier Force Regiment.

On the night of 22/23 March Naik An Mir was in command of his section

in the F.D.L.s east of Fort Dologorodoc, in the position which bore the brunt

of a heavy enemy counter-attack led by tanks. Entrenched in hastily
constructed sangars, his section was fired at by the tank guns and machine guns
at point blank range. The supporting infantry repeatedly attempted to rush

his position, throwing hand grenades, many of which fell into the sangars*
Regardless of his own safety, he went from group to group, controlling the

fire, encouraging his men, and stopping dangerous rushes by well-placed mills

grenades. His personal bravery was an example to his men, who never flinched

and fired steadily on his orders whenever targets presented themselves. It

was entirely due to his control and leadership, under very exacting and

confused oonditions, that the section did not run out of ammunition and were

able to maintain the L.M.G. with a steady supply of re-filled magazines. This

section inflicted great loss on the enemy, who were finally forced to withdraw

after very hard fighting.

WAR OFFICE
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 0030 D.B.S.T. ON SATURDAY, JULY 26

HOME GROWN DRIED PEAS: MAXIMUM PRICES

The Minister of Food has made an Order, to come into force on

July 28, controlling the sales and maximum prices of threshed home

grown peas (i.e., dried peas) of the 1941 crop.

The new maximum retail price will be 9d. per lb. This may be

increased by 1/4d per lb. in Scotland north of the Caledonian Canal,
and by 1/2d per lb. in the Western Isles.

The growers' prices will vary according to a prescribed scale

of dockages for waste. The basic growers’ price will be 40/- per
cwt., for peas of which the waste exceeds 12 1/2 per cent but does not

exceed 17 1/2 per cent. Maximum prices are also fixed for all stages
of distribution.

The Order prohibits the soaking of dried peas before they are

sold by a retailer, and the sale, after September 1, of dried peas
mixed with any other article of food.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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MAXIMUM PRICES OF FEEDING STUFFS

The Ministry of Food announces that maximum prices have been fixed

from July 28 for wet grains when sold by measure. The prices (namely
6d. per bushel for brewers' wet grains, etc., and 7 1/2d. per bushel for
distillers’ wet grains, etc.) correspond to the prices already prescribed
for these grains where sold by weight.

Maximum prices have also been fixed from the same date for the

following:- Wheat Malt Bran £8. 12. 6d: Barley Malt Bran £3. 10. Od:
Pea and Lentil by-products; in the form of meal £l3. 0. Od; in the form
of chaff or chips £ll. 0. Od. All these prices are per ton gross, sacks

included.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 0030 D.B.S.T. ON SATURDAY, JULY 26

CANNED MEATS FROM U.S.A.

Canned Meats are now arriving from U.S.A. under the Lease and

Lend Act, and the Minister of Food has made an Order fixing maximum

prices for these products, as set out below. These prices come into

force at once.

Description

Corned pork

U.S.A. Lunch Tongues

U.S.A. Luncheon meat

including chopped ham

On a Sale by Retail

per lb.

s. d

1 4

3 4

2 4

The above retail prices for lunch tongues and luncheon meat

only apply where not more than 1 lb. is sold sliced on the occasion

of any sale. On any other retail sales, the maximum prices fixed

are 3/- per lb. and 2s. 1d. per lb. respectively.

The first consignment has been wetted with sea water. The tins

have, however, been dried and, though they should not be stored for

later consumption, are all in first class condition for immediate

consumption. They are therefore being released at once, for sale

in "blitzed” areas, bearing a label in red "Released by Ministry of

Food for immediate consumption." Purchasers are advised to consume

them quickly and not to put them by for storage.

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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PRESS NOTICE

When the German pocket battleship ADMIRAL SCHEER was raiding in the

Atlantic early this year, she was using, as a supply and prison ship, a

vessel which wore the United States flag. This supply and prison ship was

sailing under the name of DIXIE. The real DIXIE is an 8,188 ton ship
registered in New York and owned by the Southern Pacific Steamship Lines.
Men who saw the German ship at close quarters and were actually imprisoned
on board her say that she was very similar to the ill-famed ALTMARK.

ADMIRALTY, S.W.1.
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POSTAL SERVICE TO BRITISH SOMALILAND

The postmaster General announces that cash on delivery parcels may now

be sent to Berbera, but not to any other place in British Somaliland.

Remittances by means of money order or postal order may also be sent
to British Somaliland for payment at Berbera only.

Telegraph money orders will be advised by telegraph as far as Aden
and forwarded thence by post to Berbera.

GENERAL POST OFFICE.
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MORE GOVERNMENT EXPERTS FOR RUSSIA

The Ministry of Home Security has placed two more of its technical
officers at the disposal of the Russian Government.

They are Professor W.N. Thomas, M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst. Mech.E., etc.,
professor of engineering at the University of Wales, attached to the

department of Research and Experiment of the Ministry of Home Security,
and Captain L.M. Glasson, M.C., of the Ministry's Directorate of

Camouflage.

Professor Thomas has specialised in research work on structural

precautions.

The officers already lent to the Russian Government are Col.

Symonds, formerly chief fire adviser to the Home Office and chief

technical officer to the Fire Prevention Executive, and Colonel Croad

who was head of the technical staff of the London Civil Defence Region.

MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY
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NOT TO BE PUBLISHED BEFORE THE MORNING PAPERS OF JULY 26,1941

"The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs gave a luncheon

yesterday at the Savoy Hotel.

The following accepted invitations to be present:-

The Belgian Ambassador
The Turkish Ambassador

The Argentine Ambassador
Mr A. Drexel Biddle,Jr.
Lord Kemsley
Mr Ernest Bevin
Mr Harcourt Johnstone."

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPARTMENT
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NOT TO BE PUBLISHED OR BROADCAST BEFORE 8 P.M. TO-NIGHT

The Home Secretary, Mr. Herbert Morrison, speaking this evening at the

annual meeting of the South Hackney Labour Party said:-

The British people watch with rising admiration the magnificent fight
put up by the Russian people in defence of their country. Using strategy and

tactics well suited to their genius and their geography, the Russians are

giving the Nazis something very serious indeed to think about. Neither they
nor we underrate the enemy's power and the battle is far from over; but the

Russian people goes bravely and confidently on with its struggle to prove the
truth of Mr. Stalin's recent declaration that the Nazi army is not invincible.

Lately night raids on Moscow have begun - as they Began on our cities

when the german hopes of lightning victory faded, though whether for the same

reason we cannot yet be sure. But the hearts of the people of every blitzed

British city go out to the people of Moscow in their ordeal. We know their

sufferings end we salute their courage.

Meantime we see yet one more instance of unwarranted aggression in the

approach By Japan to the territory of Indo-China. Proffering as an excuse

the alleged intention of Britain to attack that country - an excuse that

deceives no-one, and has already Been torn up and thrown to the winds by
Mr. Eden - Japan seems bent upon showing herself fully worthy of the Axis

company she keeps. What will be the immediate outcome of this latest

outrage upon international decency we cannot say; but it bodes no ultimate

good either to Japan who perpetrates it or to Vichy who lies down under it.

So the struggle widens. Four out of five Continents are now actively
at war. The fifth, America, is in a diminishing scale of belligerency from

Baffen Land to Cape Horn - Canada fighting, the United States not quite, and

so on down to the sympathisers with our cause in the Southern half, so

recently reminded of what Nazis mean by infiltration, and how boundless are

the Fuhrer’s ambitions.

In Europe only five countries remain neutral. Where and when the next

one will be swept into active conflict, we shall see - perhaps soon.

Yet however widely the panorama of war extends, our small island remains

at the centre of it; our people remain the standard-hearers of freedom. And

if I were an enemy of this country, instead of one of its sons, as ready to

die for it as any other of the forty-five million of us - if I were an enemy,
do you know what I would try and do? I would insinuate into British minds

the idea that all these world-wide extensions of battle were to Britain's

advantage - that the war was being won for us, that the struggle was less

deadly, that we could all slack off and take a breather. If I could get
that vicious deadly thought into enough British heads I would count myself
well repaid for heavy losses elsewhere, for I would know that I had found

the one weak spot in the armour of a tough and terrible island. We are a

casual, easygoing people - unused to tension and the atmosphere of crisis.

But we have been roused now far a year to a consciousness of our peril and

our task. And we had better stay roused, for the peril is no less and the

task 1ooms up as vast as ever. Don’t listen to the siren song of the

premature optimist, whoever he may be; he is an unintentional fifth column-

ist, and as you value your country's life, stop your cans to his blandish-

ments. We are facing a tremendous enemy, who for four years in the last war

sustained a terrific struggle on two major fronts, and is certainly not less

strong to-day.

I am no prophet but I am myself counting upon, and working to prepare

for, the worst Winter of strain and struggle, that has ever descended on

cur country. We shall weather it, hut we must open our eyes, face it and

get ready.

HOME OFFICE
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TRAINING CAMPS FOR HOME GUARD

Members of Britain’s great Citizen Army, the Home Guard, are giving still
more of their leisure hours to the service of their country - just to make
themselves ready should the invader come.

Many of them are already spending their week-ends at summer training camps,
several of which are now established in various parts of the country. More
are to be established; and all will be open until the end of September.

G.O.C.'s of Army Commands at home have been authorised by the Army Councill
to run these camps and a special grant has been made for the purpose.

Their object is primarily to train units for their operational role - to

concentrate effort and make the best use of the instructors and equipment
available.

The camps are being established as close as possible to the areas of the

units served so that expenditure on travelling and subsistence allowances -

which will be paid to all Home Guard personnel attending the camps - can be kept
down to a minimum.

In each command the cash expenditure on the provision and maintenance of

the camps will be limited to a maximum sum equivalent to 6d. a head of the

effective strength of the Home Guard in the Command.

So far as possible use is to be make of existing facilities in establishing
the camps and hiring of land avoided.

The camps, chiefly for week-end training and for other short courses of

instruction, are standing camps, not the old type of Territorial camp which

was run for the benefit of one particular unit, and could hardly achieve the

object of this new type of camp - training the Home Guard to fight on its own

home ground.

Other Home Guards will be spending some of their summer week-ends attend-

ing courses given at travelling wings - mobile instructional units.

The original one, which operates from the South of England, was such a

success that another one has been formed and will start work at the beginning
of August.

Its composition is the same as that of its predecessor - chief instructor,
two officer instructors and three warrant officer instructors. It will

operate in Scottish, Northern and Western Commands.

The object of these travelling wings is to carry instruction to the Home

Guard who, for one reason or another, cannot get to the War Office Schools and

also to provide instruction in those areas where help from the Regular Army is
difficult or impossible to obtain.

Normally week-end courses arc run at successive centres, catering for about

40 students; the remainder of the week is used for instruction to units who need

it in the form of lectures, demonstrations and instructional parades,

These travelling wings are self contained in that they have their own trans-

port and a certain amount of instructional and demonstration equipment. The

original travelling wing has now been operating since March and instruction on

week-end courses has been given to about 800 Home Guards.

WAR OFFICE
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Air Ministry No. 4597

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE

Examination of the detailed reports shows that in all twenty
one enemy fighters were shot down by aircraft of Bomber Command

during their daylight attack yesterday on the Scharnhorst and

Gneisenau. With the twelve already announced as shot down by our

fighters, this brings the enemy's losses in yesterday's Royal Air Force
offensive operations to thirty three fighters.
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THE LOCATION OF INDUSTRY (RESTRICTION) ORDER. 1941

The Control of Pactcry and Storage Premises which was set up by the

Board of Trade to co-ordinate the requirements of all government Depart-
ments for factory and Storage accommodation and to ensure that these
requirements are met with a minimum of disturbance to other essential
production is now in operation and. is consulted by all Government Depart-
ments and Local Authorities before premises are requisitioned or other-
wise taken over by them.

As announced by the President of the Board of Trade in the House of
Commons 29th April it has been decided to extend this control to
the use of premises by private firms since the increased demands for

factory and storage space, which it is the function of the Control to

satisfy, now make it necessary to prevent the uncontrolled use cf exist-

ing accommodation which might be needed for essential purposes. More-

over, uncontrolled, movement cf industry is apt to confuse and disorganise
the labour supply position in the areas affected to the possible serious,

detriment of vital war production.

An Order - The Location of Industry (Restriction) Order, 1941 -

has now been made and will come into operation immediately. The Order

provides that no person may, withouta licence issued by the Board of

Trade -

(1) Carry on at any factory or warehouse having an area of

3,000 or more feet super any trade orbusiness not carried

on there previously, or

(2) Carry on at other premises having an area of 3,000 or

more feet super, whatever their previous use, a business

of production or storage.

The Order does not apply to shops or to new buildings and a. general
licence is being issued providing for the use of premises for temporary
storage purposes without a specific licence.

Special consideration will be given to applications by firms dis-

possessed by enemy action or through other causes outside their control,
to use alternative premises in the immediate vicinity of their former

place of business.

An Explanatory Memorandum explaining in more detail the scope and

purpose of the Order and the method of applying for a licence is

available either from the Headquarters or Regional Offices of the

Control cf Factory and Storage Premises, Board of Trade, or from

local Chambers of Commerce.

Copies of the Order (S.R. & 0. 1941, No. 1,100) will be obtain-

able at H.M. Stationery Office or through any bookseller on August 5.

BOARD OF TRADE
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST OR USE ON

CLUB TAPES BEFORE 00.30 D.B.S.T. ON 26.7.41

CONCENTRATION OF PRODUCTION

PIANO INDUSTRY

Under the Board of Trade ' s plans for the concentration of the British

pianoforte manufacturing industry, seven nucleus firms will undertake

production for all the principal makers in the industry.

When these arrangement's have been concluded the industry is likely
to release 210,000 sq. ft. of factory space in addition to the 100.000 sq.

ft. already released for Government purposes.

BOARD OF TRADE
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BEFORE 00.30 D.B.S.T. ON 26.7.41

CLOTHING COUPONS FOR INSTITUTIONS

A special issue of clothing coupons is to be made by the Board of

Trade to Institutions whose inmates have no food ration books.

Institutions registered with the Ministry of Food for block food

rationing, should therefore write immediately for Application Forms for

coupons to the Assistant Serretary, Board, of Trade, (I. & M. 2), Pine

Court Hotel,Bournemouth.

BOARD OF TRADE
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Air Ministry News Service

Air Ministry Bulletin No. 4599

THE GREAT DAYLIGHT ATTACK

Yesterday's double attack on the Scharnhorst and the Gneisenau was

not only the biggest daylight attack yet made by the R.A.F., our bombers
had to fly much farther from their base than the German bombers which

attacked London and the South of England last autumn. They had to

attack, with precision bombing, heavily armoured war-ships protected by
six inch armour-plating on deck, and each with 30 A.A. guns of her own.

One of the battle cruisers was lying in the most heavily defended base in

occupied France. Both ships were ringed with squadrons of Messerschmitts

and the entire attack was a typical example of the spirit expressed in the

words of a Squadron Commander to his men, "force your way in and fight
your way out".

It was also a triumph of organisation. Each wave of heavy bombers

had to use tactics appropriate to their type, each had to come in to the

minute. Our escorting fighters were met at the exact moment, of

appointment, and attacks hundreds of miles apart were absolutely punctual.
So, too, was the arrival of successive formations over each single target.
Height, method of attack, whether gliding or level, direction of entry,
weight, selection and spacing of bombs - all had to be worked out and
each instruction obeyed to the letter.

Such a battle is fought not only after hours of intensive preparation
but also after years of research. The arrival of the American fortresses
at so great a height over Brest, a greater height than has even been
reached before on an operational flight, was the achievement of experts
in half a dozen sciences.

/At this
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At this level all the problems of high-altitude flying become acute.

Doctors, aircraft designers and engineers of all kinds, in America,, and in

England, spent many years in solving them. The super-charging of engines
at this height is a - masterpiece of engineering. There are many more

problems, such as the fact that dangerous air-bubbles may form in the

piping from petrol tanks, and that gains must be male to work in extreme

low temperatures. The difficulties of bomb-aiming may be imagined when

it is realised that even at 20,000 feet with a bomber travelling at

normal speed, the bomb has to be released two and a, half miles in

advance of the target. Above all, the human frame is subjected to an

extraordinary strain both from the cold and from the rarified air,

At 36,000 feet the thermometer falls to minus 56.5 degrees centigrade,
though it goes no lower beyond that height. In the upper air there is

still the same proportion of oxygen as in the air below but there is

not enough pressure to force the oxygen into the blood-stream from the

lungs. Thus man as well as engine must be super-changed.

The crews who flew the ’Fortresses' to Brest yesterday were all

picked men. The Medical Officer at the aerodrome from which the

squadron took off had himself flown in one of the ’Fortresses’ to

get first-hand information of the probable reaction of the crews.

More than 80 per cent, of people, he said, were unable to flyat that
height. Anyone with any fat on him would be quite unfit.

The crews are given a course in pressure chambers before they
begin to fly the ’Fortresses’. In these chambers they regulate
their am oxygen supply and are told to let themselves become

unconscious for a few seconds at least once, so that they may
realise that it is nothing to be frightened of and so that they may
became extremely ’oxygen conscious’. They must learn to pay
attention to every detail of their oxygen supplying apparatus while

in the aircraft. A tingling just below the knee and in the ankles

is the most common sensation while climbing to a great height, and
above 20,000 feet, almost everyone has a stomach-ache for a short

while, even though he may take as much oxygen as he needs. Badly
filled teeth ache at above 25,000 feet, and so ’Fortress’ crews must

go regularly to the dentist. The gunners and any others of the crew

who have to do heavy manual work give themselves more oxygen than the

others; they take as much more as if they were 5,000 feet higher than
the rest of the crew.

/Unless
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Unless the stream of oxygen is adequate the arms and legs grow weak and

there is no co-ordination of movement. The effect of height on the mind in
not realised by the airmen themselves, and unless they are careful they may
become over-confident and lose their sense of tine. But after training in

a pressure chamber the Medical Officer looks in through an observation chamber
window and gives directions by telephone. The crews understand their own

idiosyncracies and learn how to control then while flying.

The crews who took part in the attack on Brest were highly trained

men and on their return none of them reported any serious discomfort.

One man said that he had a feeling round his mouth and nose as though
plaster of paris had dried on his face, and another said he did not see how

he could eat the chocolate that load been given to him, while wearing an

oxygen mask. They were all very cheerful and well able to go to a party the

some day.

The crews were briefed soon alter breakfast and then immediately changed
into their flying kit. The men in the rear of the aircraft, where they would

feel the cold more, wore special electrically - heated clothing.

They took off and climbed tens of thousands of ft. above the cirrus

clouds until they could see for a distance of about 150 miles.

"The air", one pilot said," was as clear as a hell and we could pick
out the French coast a good half hours flying time before we reached it.
Over the Channel, there seemed to he no horizon and you could*nt distinguish
sea from sky, bothwere perfectly blue and we seemed to he flying in a great
blue hall of space. Then miles below and in the far distance I saw a sandy
smudge. That was France. At first the fields beyond were vague on the
horizon but when we got over them they looked like a tiny, irregular draught
board in brown, yellow and green. In fact, France looked like our maps in
the briefing room.

Brest,
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"Brest when we got over it, was no bigger than my thumb. It was so

cold that white frost was a quarter of an inch thick on the astro-hatch and

we had to open the front perspex windows, there was so much rime on them

they were opaque.”

Down below the 'fortresses* a fierce battle raged and further south

there was a fierce battle over La Pailice. Even while the anti-aircraft

barrage from Brest was at its height a great many Messerschnitt 109's
attacked the Hampdens which came in in tight formation, while the 'Fortresses'
were still overhead.

The Hampdens shot down at least three of the enemy and probably one more.

One Hampden and one Messerschmitt opened fire at the same moment. The

Messerschmitt turned over on its back, but went on firing and hit the

Hampden's wireless and its inner port tank. But the Messerschmitt went down

in a steep dive and the Hampden's bullets pursued it. It tried to pull out
at about 1,000 ft. but never came up and hit the ground on the coast.

The crew of one aircraft saw a Hampden falling towards the sea and at

the very sane moment a Messerschmitt falling north of Brest and bursting into

flames on the ground.

A little later the Wellingtons were engaged. One had to meet a fierce

attack by two Me. 109'Fs. The Wellington destroyed one and badly damaged
the other. Yet another Me. fell like a stone after an engagement with a

Wellington and, as it fell, our rear gunner fired 150 rounds straight into
its belly. It hit the ground and exploded. In another combat a large part
of the fuselage of a Wellington was set on fire. While the crew were

struggling to smother the flames, the pilot's harness caught in the control

column and the bomber began spinning down.

The pilot, however, managed to regain control at almost sea level. The
comber landed in England, and by then so much of the fabric had been burnt

away that it was almost a skeleton.

Though/
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Though combats seemed to follow one smother in an unending
succession, and though as may guns were trained on our aircraft in
broad daylight as in any of the previous night attacks on Brest,
nothing could check the drive and impetus of the assault, Seven
direct hits with heavy armour-piercing bombs crippled the Gneisenau

and immense damage was done to the dockyards at Brest,

The crew of the Halifax which got a direct hit on the Scharnhorst,
moored to a breakwater at La Pallice, saw a pillar of black smoke rise

a thousand feet from the deck. But they, like the crews of all the

other Halifax 's, had to meet intense opposition,, and themselves drove
off two Me.l09's which made a fierce attack.

The rear gunner of one Halifax was wounded by a Me. bullet.

The wireless operator crawled to the tail turret and took the

gunner’s place. He had only just sat down in the turret when
another Me, attacked from dead astern. The wirelessoperator
trained his guns and shot so well that the Messerschmitt dived

vertically down and was lost to sight, In another Halifax both
wireless operator and engineer were wounded by an enemy fighter’s
guns. Although the engineer had severe wounds in head and

shoulder, he directed, the crew in work which he had not the

strength to do himself, and when the Halifax landed refused to

leave it until the normal landing drill had been completed.

The attack by a strong force of Blenheims on the harbour

of Cherbourg must be regarded as an important part of the day's
work. In the course of the attack, made against very heavy
anti-aircraft fire an important whale oil ship was hit and set

on fire.

Within a few hours of this great daylight attack, the nightly
bombing of Germany was continued, with no diminished, effort.
This also was against Germany 's naval bases. Emden and Kiel felt the

main weight of the attache. At Kiel, what appeared to a ship-
building slip was burnt out, and both there and at Emden there were

many other fires.
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D.B.S.T. 26th July; NOT TO BE CABLED ABROAD OR BROADCAST

BEFORE 0600 D.B.S.T. 26th JULY.

British Economic Measures Regarding Japan.

Treasury directions have been given to bankers under Defence

(Finance) Regulation 2A prohibiting as from today (July 26) the

carrying out of orders affecting Japanese balances, gold and securities

in the United Kingdom without a licence from the Treasury. Corresponding
action is being arranged in other parts of the Empire.

FOREIGN OFFICE NEWS DEPARTMENT.
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SUPPLIES OF ONIONS FOR PICKLING AND MANUFACTURING

Users of onions in the manufacture of pickles, sauces, and other

goods, should write immediately to the National Vegetable Marketing
Company, Limited 24, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.l.for a form of

of Application for Supplies. This instruction does not apply to firms

who have already received a copy of the form of Application for Onion

Supplies,

MINISTRY OF FOOD
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN ENEMY HANDS

"Next of kin, if able to identify the men from the

information published, are requested to advise the

Casualty Branches of the Services concerned, forwarding
Regimental or any other details."

The following is the latest list of British prisoners of war as

received from enemy sources:-

IN GERMAN HANDS

Sergeant Graham GODWIN, Service No:981765 Home Address:
22 Charles Street, Neath, South Wales.

Sergeant Reginald GRIFFIN, No:54575 Home Address: Canada.

Sergeant Sidney William JARVIS, No:125250 - 425 New Zealand House,
Strand, London.

Sergeant David CARTER, No:747768 - Home Address:

7 Derby Road, Sudbury.

Squadron Leader Dennis Graham HOGG, No:61044 - Maplethorpe, Lincs.

Sergeant James MARSDEN, No:975746 - Granville Road, Blackburn.

Sergeant Gordon ARMSTRONG, No:61781.

Flight Lieut. Thomas William PIPER, No:37913.
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COLONEL BRITTON'S BROADCAST

The following is the text of Colonel Britton's Eighth
Commentary to the people of occupied territories on the "V"

Army. It is for publication at 0015 D.B.S.T. on Saturday,
July 26.

This is Colonel Britton speaking to the 'V' Army.

I have to report to you. that the mobilisation of the 'V' Army
against the Germans last Sunday was a superb success.

I've received messages which show that it was a demonstration of

solidarity against oppression such as the world has not seen before.

The world was with you. 'V's were put up to celebrate this act
of unity all over Great Britain, the United States, South America, Turkey,
South Africa, Australia.

The Germans were powerless to stop this mobilisation and they
had to put up the weak and stupid pretence that the 'V' demonstration was

not an anti-Nazi demonstration.

But the truth is that you, the 'V' Army, have dictated a course

of

conduct to the Germans and you have imposed your will on them.

It was the first time - the first of many times.

It was possible because you acted together, because you are an

army and acted as an army.

I shall say no more to you now. There is much to do and much

to prepare. I shall he speaking to you again next week when I hope to he

able to give you some useful information.

Good luck to the 'V' Army.

That was Colonel Britton.

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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